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 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
 
This report analyses the contemporary music industry in Queensland in cultural, 
economic and industry development terms. It is one outcome from an Australian 
Research Council funded Linkage Project titled “Creative Industries in 
Queensland: Cultural Mapping and Value Chain Analysis”. It should be read in 
conjunction with the two additional reports: Queensland Music Industry Basics: 
People, Businesses and Markets and Queensland Music Industry Trends: 
Independence Day?  
 
The framework for this report is an adaptation of Michael Porter’s concept of a 
value chain. Many aspects of music production and consumption can be 
adequately described in terms of a straightforward linear supply chain. However, 
in Queensland, a predominance of independent music activity means that a 
purely linear value chain analysis (developed for mainstream industry practice) 
needs to be modified. The music industry in Queensland is clearly comprised of 
two tiers. The first is made up of the activities of major music labels and 
commercially successful artists who at times attract significant sales. The second 
tier - the “grassroots” - largely consists of independent musicians, production 
personnel and producers attracting both niche and at times mainstream 
audiences. Characterised by informally networked micro-economies, independent 
artists, niche markets, and the exploitation of new technologies, the second tier 
creates value through networking and creative entrepreneurialism. The second 
tier is also of interest to cultural researchers who have tended to concentrate on 
subcultural music communities and music produced outside of the mass market 
first tier. 
 
We use CIRAC’s (Creative Industries Research and Applications Centre) Music 
Industry Codes (CMIC) (refer to the accompanying report Queensland Music 
Industry Basics) to map and profile the players in each tier and their relationships.  
The ‘value web’ is a better descriptor of these relationships than ‘value chain’. 
The report demonstrates how second tier practices (such as a reliance on social 
networking to achieve recordings and performance opportunities, as well as a 
Do-it-Yourself – ‘DIY’ - culture and innovative business approaches) offer 
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alternative methods for “doing music” and generating value in the creative 
industries.  
 
The advent of affordable recording technologies and online distribution in 
particular presents opportunities as well as issues for the independent sector. 
Such technologies have enabled a DIY ethos within second tier industry and 
culture which plays a significant role in community infrastructure in the 
independent sector. Likewise, increasing use by consumers of digital distribution 
through downloading services has positive implications for Queensland music, 
particularly with the further establishment of an online distribution infrastructure 
for the independent sector. This could also increase the likelihood of interaction 
between the independent and mainstream sectors. An online portal, which 
showcases Queensland music to the rest of Australia and the world, emerges as 
a potentially significant advance which aligns with strategic direction currently 
being pursued in Queensland through Creativity is Big Business – A Framework 
for the Future*. 
 
Queensland’s festival culture is ideally suited to our climate and cultural sense of 
self. Festivals like Livid in Brisbane support the sustainability of microcultural 
businesses such as promoters, tour managers, graphic designers, publicists and 
multi-media companies. 
 
The artistic and technical needs of aspiring Queensland music workers are, on 
the whole, being met in Queensland. In the area of business acumen, the report 
argues that specialist skills are further required to get product to the market. The 
current mentoring programs within Q-Music are well regarded by music creatives 
and could be extended within the music industry. 
 
A central issue is whether Queensland’s independent new entrants are able to 
secure sufficient market share to operate profitably. Successful bands, 
                                                
* Creativity is Big Business: A Framework for the Future, (2004), Queensland Government through 
Department of State Development and Innovation. 
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independent labels and performers from the past few years suggest that it is 
achievable. Recent technological and cultural change has given new entrants 
access to consumer and niche markets. There also seems a greater readiness 
on the part of the first tier to work with second tier business, who are being 
increasingly seen as “serious players”. The stigma of second tier production 
lacking in “quality” has largely been removed and opportunities for financial gain 
are increasingly opening up.  
 
The report identified that the independent sector in Queensland plays an 
important role in the local and national music scene. Further research may well 
look at how the independent sector could be “branded” for the further benefit of 
Queensland’s creative industries.  
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 1. CREATING VALUE 
 
 
Michael Porter’s1 (1985) concept of the value chain has been widely applied as a 
foremost method to render explicit the ‘collection of activities that are performed 
to design, produce, market, deliver and support’ a product.2 By doing this, it is 
thought firms will be better able to track the ‘chain of linked functions’ in the 
production process, making improvements to discrete processes within the 
organization, and capitalising on ‘synergistic benefits’ and enhanced capability.3 
While a value chain is suggestive of a linear flow, Evans and Wurster4 make the 
point that even traditional value chains embrace currents within and between a 
company and its suppliers, distributors, and both existing and potential 
customers. While such an analysis may be appropriate for first tier music in 
examining how value is added along a product’s production and distribution path, 
second tier music and unsigned popular artists are increasingly able to sell their 
work independent of the traditional value chain, due to technological and cultural 
changes. 
 
To place a record in the mainstream marketplace, a first tier recording company 
will oversee a number of agents and organisations such as recording studios, 
manufacturing plants, distribution outlets, and graphic design companies, in 
addition to their role in marketing the products. Further, there are a number of 
sub-sectors in creating value which are associated with both tiers, though 
obviously in ways that are related to their scale. Such sectors include 
merchandising that incorporates name or likeness,5 as well a number of other 
creative industries such as broadcast radio, television, journalism, advertising, 
film, video, software and computer services.∗6 The creation of value in the music 
industry includes both mainstream practices and innovations in style, content, 
technology and business models, often found in, though not exclusive to, the 
second tier. This supports Negus’ notion,7 that an antagonistic binary of the 
‘mass-market’ major labels versus the ‘artistic’ independent sector is 
questionable. Rather, he suggests a ‘web of major and minor companies’, 
                                                
∗ The publishing royalties from mobile phone ringtones, for example, was estimated to be worth 
$US1 billion worldwide in 2003 and the profits gleaned from ringtone sales in Europe have now 
approached and in many cases overtaken profits for music CD singles.  
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variously connected by complex and ‘obscured relationships’.8 Investigation of 
the cultural and financial aspects of the Queensland music sector demonstrates 
an emphasis on second tier industry with a not entirely umproblematic 
relationship to the mainstream. 
 
 
 1.1 Cultural analysis and the second tier 
 
Most culturally focussed research on the music industry has examined ‘the 
margins’ via subcultural theory.9 McRobbie has been one of a number of cultural 
theorists to identify more complicated relationships which see the sectors of the 
second tier as something of a research and development wing of the first tier. As 
early as 1988, McRobbie called attention to the idea of the self-employed 
‘subcultural entrepreneur’ as a response to the dwindling opportunities for full-
time work and the trend to micro-economies apparent since the 1970s.10 
‘Enterprise subcultures’, she argued, have long been at the heart of subcultural 
practise, despite attempts by both scholars and producers to maintain a mythic 
line that to exchange commodities is to ‘sell out’, even though they may well be 
involved in micro-economic exchange. Negus also questions the ‘over-
romanticised’ plight of the independent sector, noting that: ‘vast numbers of 
independent companies are making recordings not because of a commitment to 
an alternative cultural or political agenda [but] due to their commitment to the 
system and their own financial success within it’.11 
 
Writing more recently, McRobbie12 examined ‘the entrepreneurial world’ of dance 
and club culture as a section of the music industry, and found young people in 
the industry today becoming ‘their own enterprise, sometimes presiding over two 
separate companies at once’. Increasing casualisation and a shift to contract-
based relationships, she argues, is resulting in a decline in workplace democracy 
and its replacement by what she refers to as ‘network sociality’.13 That is, 
increasingly less formalised, contingent and ephemeral working relationships are 
becoming the norm for a growing cohort of highly motivated freelance and self-
Creating Value in the Music Industry  
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employed creative workers. Such developments are not confined to the music 
industry, as Ouaj14 found in a European study which discovered increases in 
networks of independents and freelancers in the film and television industry as 
well.  
 
In addition to identifying an entrepreneurial-minded grassroots music industry, 
culturally-based analyses of raving and contemporary dance music have also 
considered how new digital technologies are changing cultural production.15 In 
particular, the DIY ethos of niche entrepreneurialism coupled with home based 
computer technologies makes possible the production of quality recordings 
without the need for a studio. Thus, in the face of arguments which call for the 
geographic clustering of a critical mass of music related enterprises, digital 
recording technologies prima facie enable the de-centralisation of production. But 
as Gibson notes in relation to production in regional Australia, there are limits to 
how much market penetration can be achieved without the ‘seemingly inevitable’ 
move to the core locations of production (being Sydney and Melbourne in 
Australia’s case).16 
 
So, while calling for caution in the face of what he sees as over-inflated claims 
about the possibilities afforded by new technologies, Gibson finds that if rural and 
regional producers are trying to break into the mainstream of the music industry, 
then DIY de-centralised production may not be the best path. But if one’s aim is 
to exist through small niche networks, then new digital technologies are enabling 
a new layer of music production. Gibson also found that in the case of musicians 
in regional NSW, the operation of non-core music scenes is not ‘completely 
separated … from the machinations of corporate capital in the music industry’.17 
Brisbane, while not a regional location but nevertheless a non-core site of 
production, has witnessed second tier bands such George, Powderfinger and 
Resin Dogs make the transition from independent to mainstream. Discussion with 
second tier workers in Brisbane18 suggests that Gibson’s conclusions are correct 
insofar as a number of artists and bands are content to build up their network and 
audience through niche markets. However, many artists are also seeking to 
engage with the mainstream and see their development through the local second 
Creating Value 
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tier as a reasonable progression — rather than following the earlier pattern of 
relocation to Sydney or Melbourne as soon as possible. In spite of reductions in 
live performance venues19 and the concomitant difficulties this raises for aspiring 
bands in achieving audience awareness and promotional opportunities, the 
second tier in Queensland nonetheless creates value, albeit at modest levels in 
comparison with the first tier, through networking and instances of creative 
entrepreneurialism.  
 
In light of such cultural and technological changes to the music scene, the 
primary aim of the study was to examine in detail how value creation works in 
Queensland, in terms of the relationship between the first and second tiers. 
Queensland is of interest as it has experienced recent successes with tier two 
acts moving to tier one, suggesting it is a region where tier two industry is vibrant 
and relationships to tier one might be evident. Currently, compared to elsewhere 
in Australia, Queensland generates a significantly higher number of start-up 
independent label companies.20 As well, Queensland is an exemplar of a non-
core regional music industry, and studies of such centres are needed to achieve 
an inclusive picture of Australia’s music industry. To date, studies of non-core 
regions have not been conducted. 
 
 
 1.2 Financial analysis and the first tier 
 
Financial analyses of the music industry are not new.21 These demonstrate that 
productivity in the sector is like most industrial sectors, exhibiting cyclical 
expansion and contraction, driven by economic and cultural trends. Technological 
innovation has been a major driver of change in the industry. The advent of the 
phonograph, LPs and CDs have all changed existent business models 
(production, distribution and marketing) and caused fluctuations in business 
cycles.22 Microprocessors and digitisation of production was a major innovation in 
the 1980s, with the Internet a current major driver of cyclical change.  
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Vogel suggests three mega-drivers of productivity growth: 
1. Expanding teenage/young adult population with disposable income. 
2. National media/marketing system. 
3. Retail and distribution systems. 
 
From 1973 to 2000 these drivers saw an average annual growth rate of 7.9% in 
the US music market. Globally, the United States accounts for most of the world’s 
recorded music business, which has grown at an average rate of 13.5% since the 
1980s.  Most recently, industry analysts have predicted a period of contraction, 
with global spending on recorded music decreasing at 0.2% compounding from 
2003 to 2007. Australian recorded music is not expected to be immune to these 
trends.23 One important driver of this recent downturn is piracy, creating losses 
approximating 10.7% of retails sales.24 In as much as the empirical findings may 
suggest upturns or downturns, these need to be interpreted against a long term 
trend toward growth in the sector. Moreover, from an industry development 
perspective, the task is to determine how the overall competitiveness of the 
sector in Queensland can be improved.  
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 2. METHODOLOGY 
 
 
This analysis draws on evidence from two studies, a mapping survey involving 
administering 357 questionnaire surveys, which was followed by a more in depth 
qualitative study based on 20 interviews. The full details of this intensive work are 
reported in Queensland Music Industry Basics25 and Queensland Music Industry 
Trends.26 The survey sample was a stratified quota sample made up of 33 
categories of music industry activity in Queensland, drawn from Australia On Disc 
(n=10,086) and supplemented where necessary by industry derived referrals. 
The 33 categories, which we refer to as CIRAC Music Industry Codes (CMIC), 
were developed in consultation with Queensland’s music industry advocacy 
organization, Q Music. This categorization has been rigorously mapped to 
standard classifications (ACLC and ANZSIC)* and represents a robust and 
exhaustive description of music industry activities. The survey sample can fairly 
be claimed as the first rigorously defined and collected representative sample of 
music industry business in Australia. 
 
The sample thus covered the following broad sectors: music publishing, record 
companies and distributors, music retailing, other performing arts/music and 
theatre productions, music composition, and music performance. The interview 
sample was derived by engaging an industry insider, who conducted in depth 
interviews from within his network of industry contacts, as well as via referrals 
across key categories of music activity. 
 
While the aim of the quantitative survey was to provide a robust description of the 
size, location and characteristics, current problems, and interdependencies of 
firms in the Queensland music industry, the aim of the interviews was to 
understand and exemplify the creation of value in detail. In particular, the 
interviews examine the working relationships in the context of technological 
innovation in the second tier.  
 
                                                
* ACLC: Australian Culture and Leisure Classifications; ANZIC: Australian and New Zealand 
Standard Industry Classification. A full description of the CMIC codes can be found in the report: 
‘Queensland Music Industry Basics: People, Businesses and Markets’. 
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 2.1 The Music Value Web 
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Figure 1, depicts the operation of the industry as a whole. It follows the path of an 
idea from the performer/artist to members of the public through a number of 
sectors related to the recording industry, the media and live performance.  
 
Both the large-scale survey and the interview data indicated that a high degree of 
networking activity takes place within the web. Respondents reported that this 
helped to bolster the position of collaborating firms in the wider market, with an 
aim to increase their competitive advantage and market share. The importance of 
being part of a network and gaining access to the network was often emphasised 
by aspirant and more established musicians. As Olsen illustrates: 
 
The many little worlds of popular music are not mere microcosms of 
mass-mediated rock, but neither are they distinct, autonomous zones 
of authenticity. Grafting the full spectrum of rock practices onto the 
continuum of success allows the rock analyst to avoid setting rock up 
in terms of the weary art-versus-commodity binary.27 
 
It is this ‘continuum of success’ which readily fits the Queensland industry, where 
music workers hold a variety of positions. While operating predominantly in the 
second tier, workers have also experienced instances of first tier intersection. 
What follows is an examination of the industry in a number of component 
sections, namely:  
1. Artists/Performers and Writer/Composers 
2. Funding and Industry Bodies 
3. Education and Training Providers 
4. Instrument Sales and Repair 
5. Rehearsal Studios 
6. Record Labels 
7. Record Distribution 
8. Live Music 
9. The Recording Studios and Production 
10. Marketing and the Mass Media 
 
Methodology 
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This will be followed by two examples of emerging and innovative ‘new value’ 
approaches for creating value in the Queensland music industry. 
 
 
 2.2 The artist/performer & writer/composer (CMIC 1, 2 & 3) 
 
You’ve got to have a very singular vision and you’ve got to put your 
art in front of people for a long period of time. In order to do so, artists 
have got to think “I’m 21 and I’m going to be a rock star, and I’m 
going to be a rock star at 51 … and this is a long, long game … I 
don’t care whether [radio] plays me. I’ve got my schtick and my 
schtick is gonna’ have its day”. Interestingly enough during the dark 
years some Queensland acts developed that, namely the Go-
Betweens and the Saints. And they made it. There is still, culturally 
speaking, that tacit determination amongst Queensland musicians 
(Brisbane music solicitor). 
 
Within the sphere of independent music production this group struggle to derive 
an income. Most of the reported gross incomes for the industry are less than 
A$25,000 per annum; few (6.1%) earn more than A$1 million annually. The most 
likely reason for such moderate incomes is that a majority of those surveyed 
(approx. 90%) are micro or small organizations, being one or more of the 
following: a musician, band, DJ, or being involved with live or recorded music. 
Most music enterprises (including sole traders) engage in multiple activities, 
though the majority (69.0%) of respondents reported that their primary activities 
involved the production of music through recording and performing. This pattern 
was elaborated in the qualitative study. For example, during the course of the 
study we interviewed producers who worked as bar staff in venues, maintained 
key roles in community radio, studied full-time, worked in web design, operated 
rehearsal spaces, and manufactured and sold instruments. Very few respondents 
worked in completely unrelated fields. These results are similar to those found in 
Gibson’s recent research in the northern NSW region, where the majority of 
employment was of an ‘informal’ and ‘itinerant’ nature.28  
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The key motivators for this group involved in independent practice are brand 
building and audience development. As one artist attempts to establish an 
independent career, another is attempting to attract major label interest. Despite 
what often appears to be politically motivated behaviour, the producers in the 
independent sphere are generally not opposed to the exploitation of their work for 
profit. But other less commercially motivated performers view the second tier as 
an operational framework and as a satisfying means to profit from their work.  
 
Ultimately, independent workers strive towards a degree of profitability like those 
located in the commercial sphere. What differentiates the two, first and foremost, 
is scale. Members of the independent scene share a belief that the short-to-
medium term future for local popular music, in Brisbane city in particular, will 
experience a period of growth. This belief is largely based on the recent success 
of independent Brisbane bands such as Dollarbar and The Grates in gaining 
Triple J airplay (largely the result of affordable production*), and the arrival of a 
number of key independent record labels like Rhythm Ace and Valve, combined 
with the re-establishment of southern touring networks. A cursory scan of the 
personal networks of our respondents also indicates a strong bias towards 
private association with individuals located elsewhere within the value web. Many 
workers, particularly those struggling financially while performing more ancillary 
type functions maintain their operations in the belief that in the medium-term their 
work will provide a financial return and have a wider cultural impact on those 
around them.  
 
                                                
* It is considered possible to achieve a broadcast quality recording in a home based 
studio for 20 to 30 dollars per hour.  
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 2.3 Funding and industry bodies (CMIC 15 & 16) 
 
Training within the Queensland music sector has been a major point of emphasis 
for policy makers. The data collected reinforced a need for further business 
training within the music community but it also alerted researchers to an often 
overlooked aspect of training — targeted mentoring (see 2.4 Education and 
training providers). Q Music, a Queensland music industry body, considers 
training a focus and there is a general perception among policy makers and 
researchers alike that Queensland musicians are under-skilled in the area of 
business administration. Of particular note for Q Music were positive comments 
regarding its mentoring programs. A promising model whereby more established 
entities, whether they be labels, distributors, or artists themselves, mentor the 
less established, was considered a worthwhile area to pursue further for the 
music industry body.  
 
 
 2.4 Education and training providers (CMIC Code 17) 
 
2.4.1  Formal training 
The formal training is good but it has to go hand in hand with more 
personal training. The real knowledge that makes both musicians and 
music complete, what makes the final product a quality one, is 
transferred informally, often through observation (Brisbane studio 
owner and operator). 
 
The qualitative data collected indicates opportunities within the education and 
training sector for music. Few respondents questioned the quality of music 
performance and technical skills training provided to Queensland graduates 
(primarily by high-schools, TAFE colleges, and other tertiary institutions), but 
there was a clear need for greater synergies between traditional music education 
programs and individuals (or organisations) who can provide more ‘street 
wisdom’ pertaining to product development. What was highlighted is a need to 
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modify curricula in educational institutions, conservatories, music training schools 
and related organisations to place greater emphasis on tacit, vocational 
experience. It was most evident that Queensland musicians require a greater 
understanding of business-industry-audience relationships. 
 
Delivery models such as mentoring are ideally suited to such requirements. The 
Queensland music sector’s informal modes of communication could assist the 
training and education sector in this regard. As the respondents of this research 
often expressed, the music sector has been self-educating and providing informal 
training within the independent sphere for more than three decades. A transfer of 
this mentoring capacity to the educational and training sector presents 
opportunities to address criticisms regarding its performance by respondents.  
 
 
2.4.2  Informal training 
I went out and started playing by actually being in bands first. I didn’t 
take lessons as a bass player. You start off playing because you love 
music but the entire lifestyle has probably moulded who I am today. It 
moulds a certain type of person I think (Alex Transfield of BayFM and 
the Plug in Power Up Youth Committee). 
 
Throughout the interview process all respondents were prompted to discuss their 
work history and any training they had received. Few respondents had close 
working relationships with formal training organisations. This was due in part to 
the sample selected, none of whom were explicitly young musicians in the very 
early stages of their careers. Of all respondents, only a small minority had tertiary 
qualifications in a music related discipline. What became clear is that many in the 
music industry are self-trained. 
 
Do-It-Yourself (DIY) culture plays a large role in community infrastructure in the 
independent music sector. Unlike some other media industries, music production 
does not have significant barriers to entry. The administrative, marketing and 
promotional aspects of the industry are where significant barriers appear. 
Methodology 
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However, instruction in all manner of industry protocols can be found in 
commercially available manuals, online, or directly from current operators through 
informal contact. Essentially, sector entrants require a willingness to assertively 
engage the industry and its marketplace. This is well illustrated in the example 
below. 
 
Tyms Guitars 
Tim Brenan is in his thirties with a family and currently builds and retails 
guitars for a living. His business operates out of the ground floor of his inner 
suburban house. In his late teens, Brenan taught himself to play the guitar 
and then started playing in punk rock bands. Along the way he became 
skilled at booking shows, band management, song writing and equipment 
maintenance. Wishing to own a certain brand of guitar that was never 
imported into Australia, he decided to build his own replica. He had not 
worked with timber before but was confident he could make his own.  
People were impressed with the results: he was asked to make them for 
friends and began to notice a demand for his style of guitars. His friends 
played in touring bands resulting in potential customers contacting him from 
all over the country. After making ‘about 20’ guitars, he read a book on 
guitar building to ‘see how other people were doing it’. Today Brenan’s 
business has an international client base with a five year waiting list for his 
guitars. In that time, his DIY focus has intensified, with every guitar built by 
him using predominantly hand-crafted parts. 
 
Tim Brenan’s story provides good insight into workers within the music sector. 
His means of production are unique, but the underlying theme consistently 
appears in the data: sector workers are primarily motivated by a passion for 
music. As this research demonstrates, with careful planning, niche marketing and 
‘quality’ product, independent merchandise can survive and prosper. 
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 2.5 Instrument sales and repair 
 
The sale, maintenance and repair of musical instruments also provides value, in 
addition to reflecting consumer demand. While the links to production may be 
obvious (technical knowledge and availability of equipment are tangible and 
influential links), less immediate but no less potent are the more intangible 
aspects of the music products industry.  
 
The Queensland value web is heavily influenced by informal networking. 
Information concerning production techniques is largely circulated via word-of-
mouth or gained through experimentation and self-learning. In this environment, 
instrument retailers and repairers who have access to the music community are 
ideally positioned to contribute to such networking. Beyond servicing the needs of 
producers, retailers and repairers also cater to the ‘recreational music’ market. A 
growing sector, the recreational music market is less reliant on music-producer 
networks. Recent programs such as Ellaways’ ‘Weekend Warriors’* have been 
successful in this segment by offering a performance outlet. 
 
 
 2.6 Rehearsal studios 
 
Rehearsal studios are mostly small businesses providing serviced rehearsal 
spaces for artists. These services are used by bands and other performers to 
escape the restrictive noise issues attached to urban areas and, in the 
Queensland climate, to escape the summer heat. These establishments tend to 
be premises, with custom soundproofing, situated in suburban or inner-city areas.  
 
Access to affordable rehearsal space is an important component of sector activity 
and in this regard Queensland appears well served. Brisbane city is home to a 
                                                
* For a set fee, Weekend Warriors provides its customers with equipment, management, a 
rehearsal room and other musicians. Customers then rehearse one night a week for a month before 
playing a show with other Weekend Warrior bands and their friends and families.  
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number of rehearsal businesses varying in affordability and quality. Increasingly, 
these businesses are providing an expanded range of services including 
demonstration recordings, video production, and retail. 
 
 
 2.7 Record labels (CMIC Code 5) 
 
Artists engage the recording industry to access financial capital and production 
knowledge. Scott’s investigation into the US recorded music sector observed 
distinct industry tiering composed of major label recording enterprises and 
independent music production.29 Similarly, the results of this study show this form 
of tiering to be evident in the Queensland industry.  
 
 
2.7.1  The first tier: Major recording labels 
In recent years there has actually been much truly outstanding, 
thoroughly successful groundbreaking music … So whilst we should 
all be worried about the impact of new technology on our business, 
we can learn from sharing. I also believe that we, as an industry, 
should be looking for ways, and indeed we are, of using new 
technology to our advantage. I think that there’s a fundamental 
challenge to be addressed and that is the importance of staying 
creative — even under adverse conditions — and continuing to make 
good music (Peter Bond, Chairman of Universal Music). 
 
We are at the point where we are pushing off from the one side, 
which is crumbling — and no one knows yet what the other side looks 
like (John Watson, Manager of Silverchair).30 
 
The first tier is traditionally the domain of professional musicians contracted to 
major recording companies and, generally, surrounded by a more 
bureaucratically organised ancillary workforce. The global recording companies 
have organisational hierarchies resembling most bureaucratic businesses, 
requiring structures of management across financial, human resources, and 
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marketing divisions.31 The first tier most nearly resembles the linear value chain, 
optimised to market products to consumers. It is, by and large, supply driven due 
to the nature of the production process. While the attrition rate for major affiliate 
singers and bands has at times reached levels as high as 90% after the 
production and release of a debut recording,32 successful bands such as 
Powderfinger are afforded greater exposure and sales than would be possible in 
the independent, second tier. 
 
Some independent performers expressed concerns about first tier organisations 
exploiting emerging talent. However this can also be viewed along the lines 
McRobbie suggests, namely as a ‘research and development’ sector for the 
majors. An experienced promotions manager, with a prominent national 
independent distributor in Brisbane, observed how major labels have essentially 
replaced their R&D function with a model that instead of developing talent, 
harvests it from the independent sphere, administered through independent 
distributors. This need not be interpreted as a negative development for the 
second tier. If such synergies can be improved upon, then opportunities for 
independent artists may actually increase. The argument that bands go to 
Sydney and Melbourne and beyond (to further their national and international 
markets) is a creative-drain on non-core locations, is reminiscent of debates 
around Australian actors, directors and cinematographers ‘deserting’ Australia for 
Hollywood. The success of local artists, who move to larger production centres 
need not be perceived as detrimental for non-core locations. Gibson and Connell 
point out the importance of links between ‘artists, bands or whole “scenes”’ and 
that these associations can ‘create patterns of demand that translate into new 
local cultural economies’.33 As Jo Bell of online music directory Brispop.com  
puts it: 
 
A focus up here, because of the support and because of the isolation, 
is about building a sustainable indie’ career without necessarily 
wanting to be signed [to a major] as the be all and end all. 
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With improved awareness and business training through support and information 
within the local music sector, interaction between first tier organisations and 
independent performers may animate the sort of continuum of success achieved 
by the band Powderfinger, and be a more useful model than the binary of first 
and second tier alone. A managing director of a national independent label views 
the majors as ‘creators of desire on a large scale’, while the industry’s grassroots 
indicate ‘where the vibe is and where it is going to be’. 
 
Powderfinger: From Cover Band to ARIA Winners 
Powderfinger started performing in 1991 at local Brisbane pubs, initially 
playing covers but slowly introducing their own original work. By the end of 
1992 their set was almost entirely made up of original songs and the band 
had started to develop a following. Powderfinger’s balladesque hard rock 
style found a receptive audience in those listeners excited by bands coming 
out of Seattle at the time (namely Soundgarden and Pearl Jam). 
Powderfinger released two independent EPs in the following months, the 
second selling 14,000 copies after receiving Triple J airplay. By 1993 
Brisbane music was starting to become popular with the general public. On 
the 27th of November 1993, the band signed a recording contract with the 
Australian arm of multi-national recording label Polydor.  
Despite early enthusiasm for the debut LP Parables For Wooden Ears, the 
album was not well received and Polydor came close to dropping the band. 
The situation improved when they recorded a successful EP in 1995 and 
gained further success with the release of the album Double Allergic in 
September of 1996. The record produced the radio hit Pick You Up which 
sold over 200,000 copies. The band was deemed by industry and audience 
alike to be an unmitigated success. 
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2.7.2  The second tier: Independent recording labels 
I think what happens in Brisbane is that no one really expects to be 
discovered and made famous or anything like that. If you’re in Sydney 
or Melbourne where there actually is A&R [Artist and Repertoire] 
people around, there would be a lot more competition to get signed or 
be famous or whatever. The focus up here is placed more on the 
music (Mark King of Brisbane band Landcaster). 
 
There’s some really good examples of indie’ music in Brisbane like 
Women In Docs and Miles from Nowhere, lots of different styles of 
bands, all who have sustainable careers (Jo Bell of online music 
directory Brispop.com). 
 
The majority of Queensland’s music sector operates at the second tier and is 
largely the domain of the independent musician, who is mostly an uncontracted 
performer working outside the major label bureaucracy. Traditionally these 
musicians have remained independent due to a lack of major label interest. At the 
second tier the production process reflects a leaner mode of production. The 
performer is more often self-managed or is a heavily involved director of the 
management process. Record labels are typically micro-to-medium businesses 
occasionally operated by the artists themselves. Products are brought to market 
via networked project teams utilising shared knowledge and resource pooling. An 
example of such networking and management style is provided by the band 
Autumn Giants, who are preparing their first national release.  
 
After a number of years spent refining their music in Toowoomba (100 Kms west 
of Brisbane), Autumn Giants ventured to Brisbane to record a demonstration 
recording with Michael Squire at Headspace Studios (a rehearsal space with 
rudimentary recording facilities). Squire liked the finished product and passed the 
recording on to an employee, who then played it for her band, Iron On. The band 
liked the recording and decided to contact the Autumn Giants to play alongside 
them in Brisbane and Toowoomba (with each band booking the shows in their 
respective towns). After meeting and playing together, the two bands felt they 
had much in common and continued to play shows with one another.  
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In late 2003, the Autumn Giants had written enough material to record an EP and 
a member from Iron On subsequently offered to release an Autumn Giants 
recording on her Independent label, Ruth Street Records. The recording was 
made in a small studio which was recommended by friends. Ruth Street Records 
organised the EP’s release through independent distributor Metropolitan Groove 
Merchants (a successful agreement was made in part because of Iron On’s prior 
involvement with the company) and out-sourced the preparation of the album’s 
artwork to a couple who play in local band Turnpike but work as a commercial 
printer and photographer. This Do-It-Yourself culture plays a large role in 
community infrastructure in the independent music sector. The managing director 
of one of Australia’s foremost independent labels expressed the view that 
mainstream labels are being redefined though changes brought about by second 
tier practices. While large infrastructures have their place, he believed 
independent labels are responding more quickly to audience demand and 
producing more music.  
 
Independent Music Practice: Back in the Labelling Business 
South east Queensland has a long history of independent album 
production. The Saints released their first seven inch single (I’m) 
Stranded/No Time in 1976 on their own Fatal Records imprint, and 
Brisbane has fostered a second tier community ever since.  
Throughout the 1970s and 1980s independent labels such as The Able 
Label (made popular by the Go-Betweens) and Bent Records maintained 
production in an era prior to the alternative music boom of the early 1990s. 
Ironically, it was during this period that independent labels appeared to 
decline slightly. Powderfinger, Custard and Screamfeeder, popular 
unsigned bands at the time, all released work independently but not on 
consolidated labels. A number of Queensland artists such as The Onyas, 
Budd, Hateman and Fur (a successful independent bands from the Gold 
Coast region) signed to larger southern Indies such as Fellaheen and Au-
go-go.  
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In the mid-1990s Paul Curtis (Consume Management) and Paul Ryder 
(Livid festival) created the Valve label which documented Brisbane’s then 
collaborative, experimental rock scene from which came successful band 
Regurgitator (who signed directly to Warner Music). The articulation of 
independent music as a potentially commercial product during that era saw 
the continuation of independent label practice to the present time. 
Local labels such as those collected under the Local Produce alliance 
(Hydro Funk, Modern Music, Dew Process, and Rhythm Ace) have 
achieved considerable commercial success in promoting Queensland’s 
music sector. Cottage micro-labels like Sound Malfunction, Room 40, Ruth 
Street Records and Permanent have sprung up to document fringe and 
developmental activity. The Valve label also continues to release domestic 
artists in addition to its growing international licensing operation.  
 
At the second tier there are a number of issues relating to scale. High volumes of 
consumption and production, as with most product driven economies, are the key 
to profitable operation. The barriers to entry for the overall industry may be low 
but once new entrants cross the threshold into establishing supply, they face 
aggressive competition from first tier organisations possessing significant 
resource based advantages. Second tier independents cannot compete in terms 
of product promotion, but they can secure invaluable reputational assets.  
 
A core issue is whether or not Queensland’s independent new entrants can 
secure enough market share to operate profitably. The success of bands and 
performers from the past few years suggest that it is achievable. The growing 
awareness throughout the national industry of Brisbane Indie labels Rhythm Ace 
Records and Dew Process and Queensland second tier bands such as Dollarbar, 
Brindle and Denvar reflects well on the sector as a whole. The continued swelling 
of activity in the region, and noticeable local successes contribute to the health of 
the independent label sector.  
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 2.8 Record distribution (CMIC 6) 
 
Queensland’s access to effective retail distribution is of considerable importance 
as Australia’s more densely populated consumer markets are located in New 
South Wales and Victoria. Distribution is less of an issue for first tier artists and 
major-funded labels, as retail allocation is predominantly an in-house concern. 
The larger enterprises have wide scale access to retailers across the country and 
abroad. This oligopolistic influence at the retailer-consumer interface is a major 
value-protecting component of the first tier’s mode of operation.  
 
The second tier is at times reliant on third party, independent distributors. These 
organisations such as Shock Records, Inertia Distribution and MGM receive 
stock from independent labels and place them with retailers under exclusive, 
administered consignments. The labels themselves are usually responsible for 
manufacturing and marketing but larger independent acts have negotiated 
agreements that share these responsibilities with a distributor keen to work with a 
certain producer (The John Butler Trio and the Waifs are two recent examples).  
 
Queensland is satisfactorily serviced by distribution at present. The two 
companies Shock and Inertia maintain more exclusively southern focused 
operations. MGM, examined in more detail in Part Three, has taken an active role 
by distributing numerous Queensland artists, including making a commitment to 
the state’s less established acts. The recent success of local hybrid act 
Butterfingers is one example.  
 
Also of note with respect to distribution is the arrival of digital distribution. The 
advent and increasing use by consumers of digital distribution through 
administered downloading services has some positive implications for 
Queensland music. The uptake of these revenue earning distribution channels 
will lessen the extent of peer-to-peer MP3 piracy which is damaging first tier 
enterprise and could provide second tier business with expanded, more effective 
product distribution. The future uptake of digital distribution, and wider Internet 
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use, could serve to reduce some of the second tier’s scale based difficulties 
enabling independent labels to position themselves more competitively in the 
mainstream market. 
 
 
 2.9 Live Music (CMIC 2, 3, 9, 14, 19, 21 & 22) 
 
Venues for live music performance are clearly important at the introductory 
stages of a performer’s development. Once an artist performs they are usually 
paid and this marks the first receipt of revenue and the first steps in the audience 
development process. From there, performance revenue is usually re-invested by 
the singer or band into developmental work through ancillary music related 
services, most notably recording, designing, CD manufacturing and the media.  
 
The culture of live music attendance and the small-to-medium enterprises that 
currently provide venues are important yet fragile commodities. The 2003 report 
Brisbane’s Creative Industries 2003, identifies Brisbane’s contemporary live 
music scene as a likely hotspot for the creative industries in Queensland.34 
However, recent venue closures nationwide due to licensing issues and urban 
gentrification not only compromise local music sectors but also damage key 
interstate relationships by impeding touring. In the Brisbane scene, the 
gentrification of Fortitude Valley (a hub for live music), as well as planning, zoning 
and noise issues for live music was confirmed by Flew et al. in the report: Music 
Industry Development and Brisbane’s Future as a Creative City.35 This report 
recommended that an area of Brisbane city (namely Fortitude Valley) be declared 
an ‘entertainment and cultural heritage zone’ in a bid to reconcile competing 
noise laws, increasing residential populations and the need for live music venues 
close to the city. In comparison to the problems associated with live venues, the 
festival scene in Brisbane would appear to be less problematic in creating 
partnerships between cultural organisations and acting as superior opportunities 
to showcase local talent.36  
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The Livid festival has been a successful promoter of Queensland music and an 
impressive economic performer. Festivals seem ideally suited to Queensland’s 
climate and cultural sense of self. Not only does the festival extend the ‘network 
of small cultural businesses [such as] promoters, tour managers, graphic 
designers, publicists and multi-media companies’, it also features a robust 
proportion of local bands. And as Gibson finds, a festival culture such as Livid 
can grant sustainability to such micro cultural businesses on a long term basis.37 
In addition to Livid, the Gold Coast is currently the site for the successful Big Day 
Out and Vans Warped Tour festival circuits. Dalby has successfully run an 
excellent youth arts festival called Hoogie Fest for several years, a success 
repeated by the City of Cairns with the Little Day Out. The type of publicity and 
promotion afforded to a band that appears at a major festival was seen by 
several respondents as being a key value adding component by increasing music 
sales and leading to a higher profile, which may yield further opportunities for 
gaining important airplay time. 
 
 
 2.10 The recording studios and production (CMIC 7, 10, 11 & 12) 
 
I can remember listening to the Demo Show on Triple Zed [Brisbane 
community radio station] eight years ago and everything that came 
out locally was shit, almost unlistenable … Now I can’t tell the 
difference between the latest Geffen release [US major] and the latest 
Dollarbar release [Brisbane band] (Adam King of Brisbane 
independent band Turnpike). 
 
The digital revolution has influenced the Queensland music industry as it has 
everywhere. The advent of superior and affordable digital recording equipment 
has, according to many in the second tier, seen a marked rise in the practice of 
home recording. This has influenced both recording processes and culture. 
Independent artists in particular, who have been active home-recording 
enthusiasts since domestic multi-track tape recorders became widely available in 
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the 1980s, have turned to home recording as a viable DIY alternative to 
established studios.  
 
First tier artists utilise the commercial studio environment to make recordings, but 
limited numbers of Queensland signings mean the studio industry would struggle 
to subsist on this type of work alone. In the field of electronic music production in 
particular, high quality, first tier recordings are often produced in private home 
studios. A number of second tier popular music artists (such as the Autumn 
Giants above) utilise lower-end more affordable studio operations to make 
recordings, but often do so during later stages of their development.  
 
However, the health of the high-end recording sector is not entirely determined by 
increases in home recording. Music is increasingly becoming a visual medium38 
and Queensland recording studios are quickly becoming one-stop production 
houses, able to meet a variety of differing customer demands. An example of a 
studio broadening its product line is Nasty Studios in the Brisbane suburb of West 
End. This facility records broadcast quality audio recordings, demonstration 
recordings and live recordings. The company also produces video material (from 
training videos to music clips), creates custom animations, assembles web 
pages, and has an art and design division suited to promotional needs. Also of 
note is that affordable recording technology has made way for the emergence of 
smaller micro-businesses in the form of home studios and portable studios. An 
example of a successful home studio business is Black Box Recorders, a mobile 
recording studio set up by two Brisbane sound engineers. George’s first album, 
recorded using this facility, achieved number one ranking on the ARIA charts. 
The frequency of such activity and its application within the mainstream industry 
suggests that previous assumptions about the ‘quality’ of DIY recordings and the 
second tier are becoming less of a barrier.  
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 2.11 Marketing and the mass media (CMIC 20, 24, 25, 26 & 27) 
 
2.11.1  Print 
There are both positives and negatives to be found in interaction with the music 
press in local centres of production. One of the positives is the sector’s coverage 
and promotion provided by the localised street press, via numerous freely 
available and widely distributed papers (such as Scene, Rave and Time Off). 
Also encouraging are the artists and organisations located on, or closer to, the 
first tier who do not appear significantly disadvantaged by location when dealing 
with the national music magazines such as Rolling Stone, Kerrang, Blunt, 
Twisted or Australian Guitar Magazine. Queensland’s second tier industry does 
not fare as well. With the major publishers located in Sydney and Melbourne, the 
relatively small amount of coverage given to localised music often focuses on 
independent bands situated in those regions. Such promotional influences most 
likely contribute to why many bands continue to believe that Sydney and 
Melbourne are ultimate destinations. Nevertheless, a street publication like Time 
Off offers the independent musician the opportunity to progress through the 
paper’s live music coverage. Starting in the Gig Guide and then getting more 
focused coverage with an interview, the artist can begin to build an industry 
profile and gain greater public awareness. 
 
 
2.11.2  Online 
The Queensland sector has benefited from the promotional sway of the Internet. 
Metropolitan Brisbane in particular has benefited from the privately funded and 
maintained Brispop.com website directory. The site has been in operation for 
three years and has continued to present a wide selection of Brisbane music (and 
music related resources) to interested consumers and the music community 
alike. The presence of a singular, online hub for the consumer end of the sector 
provides advantage in promoting the region. It is an example of community action 
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that is without direct comparison in other non-core centres such as Perth, Darwin, 
Adelaide, and Hobart. 
 
 
2.11.3  Television 
Televised media is a disappointing area of promotion for the music industry in 
Queensland and nationally as well. This is largely due to reduced coverage by 
the ABC, traditionally Australia’s foremost supporter of local product. While Rage 
continues to air twice a week, shows delivering live performance and interviews 
such as Recovery, Fly TV, The 10:30 Slot and Countdown are no longer 
produced. In their place, music television has to some degree been taken up by 
cable television channels such as Channel V. Commercial music programs still 
hold positions in the marketplace but are rarely accessible to Queensland’s 
second tier. Nonetheless, promotion on television is not impossible. Brisbane 
outfit Genshen appeared on the Pepsi Chart program (Network Ten) and 
Dollarbar also received invitations to appear on a number of programs after 
frequent airplay on Triple J radio.  
 
 
2.11.4  Radio 
Commercial radio does not support Brisbane artists, it only capitalises 
on them once they’ve proven beyond all doubt that they’re viable. The 
solution is more competition, meaning more stations (Brisbane media 
worker). 
 
Respondents made one point clear: support from radio for the music sector, on 
both a state and national level, is currently poor. Of particular concern is 
commercial broadcast radio. Respondents felt unable to engage commercial 
radio as a promotional outlet. New music made within the state poses too 
considerable a risk to current commercial broadcasters and is not making its way 
on air with any frequency. One respondent told the story of Brisbane band 
George to illustrate his point: 
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George formed in the mid-1990s and played around Brisbane 
gathering a fan base from live shows. From there they released three 
independent EPs and eventually signed with Festival Mushroom in 
2001. It was only in 2002, after George’s first full length album 
debuted at No. 1 on the ARIA charts that the band’s work was finally 
added to the play lists of commercial radio stations. 
 
Commercial radio is currently perceived to be more of a barrier between new 
artists and an audience than a promotional vehicle, and this is seen as having a 
detrimental effect on the industry. The introduction of further competition into the 
Queensland radio marketplace in the near future may see this problem slightly 
alleviated. Broadcasters like Nova have successfully targeted younger, less 
conservative audiences in other states, a stance which has seen other 
broadcasters extend their play lists to remain competitive.  
 
The single biggest supporter and broadcaster of Queensland music is community 
broadcaster 4ZZZ. The organisation has had an on-going relationship with 
independent artists in Brisbane for over 30 years and continues to maintain an 
active role in supporting the second tier by playing a range of new music on the 
Demo Show, providing live performance opportunities through their biannual 
Market Day festival, supporting and promoting local ‘gigs’ and releasing a 
compilation CD of local music.  
 
Diminishing opportunities for local and emerging talent to gain mainstream media 
coverage is not a recent phenomenon. With this in mind, there is the possibility 
that the focus on networking and DIY culture at the second tier of popular music 
is a result of limited opportunities for mainstream media participation — or the 
perception that this is the case, compared to earlier years. As a consequence, 
there is a need for greater promotional activity. This is largely an issue pertaining 
to interstate and export markets. Queensland music performs well at promoting 
itself to local media outlets within the state but experiences difficulties in this 
capacity interstate and overseas. Recently, Victorian and New South Wales’ acts 
such as The Vines and Jet have had similar success through European 
exposure. While Brisbane band Powderfinger has had a measure of success 
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penetrating the US rock market (with a widely publicised appearance on the 
popular Dave Letterman Show), there have been very few Queensland acts given 
coverage in overseas media.  
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 3. INNOVATION 
 
 
The components of the industry described so far represent key functions within 
the sector. There are a number of examples of emerging and innovative ‘new 
value’ approaches. As previously discussed, recent technological and cultural 
shifts have given new entrants direct access to consumer and niche markets. 
There is also a greater willingness on the part of the first tier to work with second 
tier operations, that are increasingly seen as ‘serious players’. For example, 
Metropolitan Groove Merchants (MGM Distribution) exemplify a supply sensitive 
distribution. Started in the late 1990s, MGM distribution has since become one of 
Australia’s leading music businesses.  
 
 
 3.1 Metropolitan Groove Merchants (MGM Distribution) —  supply sensitive distribution 
 
The organisation (a retail distributor of finished records) is currently managed by 
Sebastian Chase an experienced band manager (Dragon, The Reels, and Rose 
Tattoo) and label owner (Rooart and Phantom Records). MGM acts as an 
accessible and supportive distributor of Queensland music in Australia as it is 
one of the only gateways to interstate and local markets for many Queensland 
acts. While the distribution model utilised by MGM is an established one involving 
the selling of music products to stores via administered consignments, the 
business is an encouraging signifier for Queensland music. The recent success 
of high profile acts like The Whitlams and The Waifs while still releasing 
independently and being distributed by MGM has placed the company into the 
first tier. It may not be able to match the scale-based operations of the major 
recording labels, but MGM has developed a reputation not incommensurate with 
those organisations. Bands, with the right management and material, can now 
access markets traditionally controlled by the first tier through the distributor.  
 
The example above and information garnered from the industry demonstrates a 
capacity for first and second tier relationships. A key to MGM’s success is that 
they have invested resources in artist development. While not pursuing overly 
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speculative opportunities, the company does foster independent music and offers 
its associated acts full creative control. Unlike first tier recording companies who 
rely on a relatively small number of highly successful performers, MGM derives 
its revenue from a larger number of diversified names. With performers becoming 
more aware of the business environment surrounding their work, independent 
organisations that are able to offer creative control and/or more itemised services 
should continue to attract successful acts. 
 
 
 3.2 Lawrence English and Room 40 Records —  demand sensitive production 
 
Lawrence English currently performs as a collaborative, experimental artist both 
solo and with a number of ensembles (I/O, Ubique Trio, and Object). In addition, 
he works as a part-time music journalist, as well as running his Room 40 Records 
imprint small business. English’s work is innovative for two reasons. Firstly, while 
his music and associated consumer/producer community is strongly collaborative 
in nature, his own production model is mostly autonomous. Secondly, the 
consumer base for his work is global, yet still informally networked 
 
Lawrence’s working environment is one wholly shaped by the digital era. The 
emergence of online communication (email and file-transfer in particular) has 
broadened the scope of his audience and producer community to such a degree 
that global markets are now accessible. One of the recurring themes in interviews 
was that access to international markets – even for independent popular artists – 
was a major factor in assuring sustainability for the second tier on non-core 
locations. The capacity to carry out music production, communication and 
business organization on a laptop has also reduced much of his sector 
involvement. A pared-back aesthetic found in his music, and in its creation, is 
also evident in Room 40’s minimalist record packaging. An open-minded 
approach to performance practice sees his music performed in a range of music 
venues and art galleries. He also collaborates with visual artists (something 
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which the Livid festival also does), possibly broadening his label’s market 
exposure with audiences.  
 
The crux of this model is that it virtually reverses the existing music value chain. 
Where traditional music practise is supply driven in nature and governed by a 
desire to strengthen and standardise the supply chain, English succeeds by 
identifying a consumer base and working back to the artist, via tailored products.  
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 CONCLUSION 
 
 
The investigation of the cultural and financial aspects of the Queensland music 
sector, and the subsequent mapping of the industry’s value web, provides a 
number of meaningful findings relevant to policy-makers, industry stakeholders, 
and academia alike.  
 
What the research details is an industry serviced by a two-tiered environment 
with a number of web like connections. As commercial enterprise in the sector 
faces challenges from the introduction of new media technologies, innovation is 
increasingly found beyond the first tier. Queensland, like other non-core centres 
of music production, has predominantly found itself placed within the second tier, 
one presently populated by independents, emerging music industry workers and 
subcultural groups. The second tier is both researcher and developer. In a 
transitional era, the stigma of second tier cultural production has largely been 
removed and opportunities for financial gain are increasingly opening up. DIY 
technology has reduced the gap between the production capacities of 
independent artists and labels with that of the major labels. Technology makes it 
easier for new, emerging, independent artists and bands to record their demos at 
lower cost in home studios and prepare for live shows.  
 
The skill and resource sharing amongst the second tier creates informal ties and 
networks, which to a degree help sustain it. New technologies and possibilities for 
media distribution have, in a sense, upset the more traditional distribution 
methods of the first tier. The advent of DIY technology and culture gives 
musicians the choice of considering developing national or international niche 
markets using alternative business models to those used by the first tier. 
Alternatively, they can hone performance skills and produce a quality EP that 
may gain market attention from independent or first tier labels. However, the 
informal nature of such networks, while advantageous in respect to affordability 
and flexibility, also translate to a lack of shared strategy, which may impede 
interaction with the first tier on the ‘continuum of success’. 
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There are areas of the value web presented that are value reducing in nature: the 
inefficient interaction between the second tier and the mainstream media is one, 
the lack of well maintained networks with other markets is another. The report 
also provides a number of surprising positives in the form of voluntary, effective 
training models and the value adding effects of personal community clusters. The 
health and prosperity of Queensland music is not at stake. What this research 
does allude to is the opportunity for a better industry: one that acknowledges the 
realities of the Queensland music sector and tailors future intervention via 
increasingly appropriate delivery models for training and financial support to 
further invigorate the second tier. 
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